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Abstra t
The exa t 3-satis ability problem (X3SAT) is: given a Boolean formula in 3-CNF, nd a
truth assignment, su h that exa tly one literal in ea h lause is set to true. It is well-known
that X3SAT is NP- omplete. In this paper, we present an exa t algorithm solving X3SAT in
time O(2n=6:15 ), where n is the number of variables. This bound improves the previously known
bound O(2n=5:35 ) of [PRS02℄ (where also the bound O(2n=6 ) was announ ed).
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Introdu tion

General setting and our result. We onsider the problem X3SAT : Given a formula in onjun tive normal form (CNF) where ea h lause ontains at most three literals, nd a truth assignment
su h that exa tly one literal in ea h lause is set to true. It is well-known that X3SAT is NPomplete.
The best urrently known bounds for XSAT (a more general problem without the restri tion on
the lause length) and X3SAT are poly (jF j)  2 4 09 [MSV81℄ and O(2 5 35 ) [PRS02℄ respe tively
(poly (jF j) is a polynomial of the length of the input). By introdu ing a new simple transformation
rule and distinguishing some new ases we prove a better O(2 6 15 ) bound for X3SAT. Note that
ontrary to 3SAT, for X3SAT we annot eliminate not only \pure literals" but even variables
o urring exa tly on e. Our new transformation rule eliminates the lauses ontaining two su h
variables.
n= :

n= :

n= :

Stru ture of our algorithm (and of the paper). Our algorithm is a typi al splitting algorithm. That is, it uses a pro edure that redu es the problem for a formula F to the problem for
two formulas with smaller number of variables. More pre isely, our algorithm onstru ts a tree by
redu ing exa t satis ability of the formula F to exa t satis ability of formulas F [l℄ and F [l℄, where
l is a literal of F (all ne essary de nitions are given in Se t. 2). Then, our algorithm simpli es
ea h of the formulas F [l℄ and F [l℄ a ording to transformation rules that do not a e t the exa t
satis ability of formulas. It is lear that the running time of our algorithm is within a polynomial
fa tor of the number of leaves of the re ursion tree. Essentially, it remains to list the transformation
rules (see Se t. 3), des ribe the heuristi for hoosing l and prove that the re urren e inequalities
for the number of the leaves have \satisfa tory" solutions (see Se t. 4).
Further dire tions. In the past two de ades, many better and better exponential-time algorithms for ombinatorial problems have been des ribed (see, e.g., a survey [DHIV01℄ of (k-)SAT
algorithms). A substantial part of these algorithms are splitting algorithms, and the algorithm of
this paper is a typi al one. An improvement to su h algorithms is usually a hieved by introdu ing
more simpli ation rules (a human task) and distinguishing many ombinatorial ases (a typi al
omputer task). It would be interesting to design a omputer program that, given (simple ombinatorial) transformation rules, would output a me hani ally proven upper bound orresponding
to these rules. For example, one ould investigate the a e t of our new rule on the omplexity of
XSAT (or XkSAT) algorithms.
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Ba kground

Let V be a set of Boolean variables. The negation of a variable v is denoted by v. Literals are
variables and their negations. If l denotes a negated variable v, then l denotes the variable v. We
all two literals l1 and l2 related and write l1  l2 if l1 and l2 orrespond to the same variable
( learly, for ea h literal l  l). We all a variable and a literal orrespoding to it unique if this
variable o urs in the formula only on e. In addition to ordinary literals, we allow a spe ial true
literal T , whi h always has the value True and does not orrespond to any variable. (We also all
it a T -literal and do not denote it by other letters.) In our paper, we suppose that a lause an
ontain the T -literal. A k- lause is a lause having exa tly k literals. A formula in CNF (or simply
2

formula ) is a nite set of lauses, where no lause ontains any variable more than on e. The length
of the formula is the total number of literals in it.
For a literal l and a formula F , the formula F [l℄ is obtained by setting the value of l to True,
i.e., by removing all o uren es of l and by repla ing all o uren es of l by T -literal. For two literals
l1 and l2
orresponding to di erent variables the formula F [l1 = l2 ℄ is obtained by repla ing all
o urren es of l1 by l2 and all o urren es of l1 by l2 . Note that F [l1 = l2 ℄ ontains less variables
than F .
3

Transformation Rules

A orre t transformation rule repla es a formula F with a simpler formula F su h that F 2
X3SAT i F 2 X3SAT. We now list the transformation rules we use in our algorithm. Ea h
transformation rule is exe uted in polynomial time and does not in rease the number of variables
or/and the number of lauses in the formula. Furthermore, ea h transformation rule redu es the
length of formula. All rules, ex ept Rule 4, are taken from [PRS02℄.
For ea h transformation rule we suppose that it is applied to formulas for whi h all previous
rules annot be applied, i.e., before applying any transformation rule our algorithm applies rules
with smaller numbers as long as at least one of them is appli able.
0

0

T -literal. Suppose that F ontains a lause C ontaining at least
one T -literal. We distinguish the following ases:

Rule 0: Clause ontaining

1. If C = (T ) then Rule

0

2. If C = (T v) then Rule

repla es F with F

0

f g.
C

repla es F with F [v ℄.

3. If C = (T vu), where v 6 u, then Rule

0

repla es F with F [v; u℄.

4. If C = (T vv) then Rule

0

repla es F with F [v℄.

5. If C = (T vv) then Rule
satis able).

0

repla es F with the empty lause (it means that F is not exa tly

6. If C is one of the lauses (T T ); (T T T ); (T T v) then Rule 0 repla es F with the empty lause.
Rule 1: Clause

ontaining related literals.

related literals. We distinguish the following ases:

Suppose that

1. If C is one of the lauses (xx); (xxx); (xxx) then Rule
2. If C = (xx) then Rule

1

repla es F with F

ontains a lause

C

repla es F with F [x; y℄.

4. If C = (xxy), where x 6 y then Rule

1

repla es F with F [y℄.

Rule 2

ontaining

f g.

1

ontains the lause (v).

C

repla es F with the empty lause.

3. If C = (xxy), where x 6 y then Rule

Rule 2: Unit lause elimination.
F

1

F

eliminates 1- lauses, i.e., it repla es F with F [v℄ if

3

Rule 3: Binary

lause elimination.

[ = u℄ if F ontains the lause (vu).

Rule 3

eliminates 2- lauses, i.e., it repla es

F

with

F v

Rule 4: Clause ontaining two unique literals.

lause ontaining at least two unique literals.

Rule 4

repla es

F

with F

f g if
C

C

is a

Suppose that F ontains lauses (ax1 y1 ); (ax2 y2 ); (ax3 y3 ) and also
ontains a lause C ontaining literals that are related to the literals x1 ; x2 ; x3 . We all the literals
a; x1 ; x2 ; x3 linked, if C = (x1 x2 x3 ), or C = (x
1 x2 x3 ), or C = (x1 x2 x3 ). In su h a ase Rule 4
repla es F with F [a℄.

Rule 5: Linked literals.

We all lauses C1 and C2 linked if they ontain at least two ommon
variables. We distinguish the following three ases:

Rule 6: Linked lauses.

1. If C1 = (xyz ); C2 = (xyt), then Rule

6

repla es F with F [z = t℄.

2. If C1 = (xyz ); C2 = (xyt), then Rule

6

repla es F with F [y; t = x; z = x℄.

3. If C1 = (xyz ); C2 = (xyt), then Rule

6

repla es F with F [z ; t; x = y℄.

We an easily he k whether F 2 X3SAT if F ontains
at most, say, 10 variables. Clearly, F 2 X3SAT i (F F ) 2 X3SAT and F 2 X3SAT. Rule 7
repla es F with (F F ) if F is exa tly satis s able, and with the empty lause otherwise.

Rule 7: Small

losed subformula.

0

0

0

0

0

0

We all formula F simple if it has the property that every lause
that ontains a variable o urring at least three times in F also ontains a unique variable.
We need only a polynomial time to he k whether su h a formula is exa tly satis able or not (see
[PRS02℄). Thus, Rule 8 repla es a simple formula F with the lause (T ) if F is exa tly satis able,
and with the empty lause otherwise.

Rule 8: Simple formula.
C

2

F

Lemma 1.

Transformation rules des ribed above are orre t.

Proof. It is easy to see the orre tness of rules 0-7. The orre tness of rule 8 is proved in [PRS02℄.
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Main Algorithm

In this se tion, we present an algorithm whi h solves X3SAT in time O(2 6 15 ), where n is the
number of variables of the input formula. We rst present the algorithm and then estimate its
running time and show its orre tness using several lemmas.
n= :

Algorithm X3SAT

Input: A formula F in 3-CNF.
Output: If F is exa tly satis able, then True, otherwise False.
Method

4

1. Apply Rules

0{8

to F as long as at least one of them is appli able.

2. If F ontains no more lauses, then return True.
3. If F ontains the empty lause, then return False.
4. If F ontains a variable o urring at least four times, then return (X3SAT(F [a℄) _ X3SAT(F [a℄)),
where a is the literal orresponding to this variable.

_ X3SAT(
1  1 2 

5. If F ontains lauses (ax1 y1 ); (ax2 y2 ); (ax3 y3 ), then return (X3SAT(F [a℄)

[℄)).

F a

ontains lauses (ax1 y1 ); (ax2 y2 ); (ax3 y3 ); (x3 t1 t2 ); (p1 p2 z ), where p
x ;p
x2 ; z 
x3 or z  y3 , and all the literals of
rst four lauses orrespond to di erent variables, then
return (X3SAT(F [x3 ℄) _ X3SAT(F [x3 ℄)).

6. If

F

7. If F ontains lauses (ax1 y1 ); (ax2 y2 ); (ax3 y3 ), then return (X3SAT(F [a℄)

_ X3SAT(

[℄)).

F a

After applying transformation rules to F , Algorithm X3SAT makes two re ursive alls for
formulas with smaller number of variables (unless F be omes trivial) in one of the steps 4{7.
Clearly, the total running time of the algorithm is the total running time of the
two re ursive alls plus time spent to make these alls. Therefore, the running time is within
a polynomial fa tor of the number of leaves of the re ursion tree. This number in its turn is
determined by the maximum of the solutions of the re urren e inequalities orresponding to the
nodes of the re ursion tree ( f., e.g., [KL97℄).

Remark 1.

At step 4 algorithm makes a splitting orresponding in the worst ase to the re urren e
inequality T (n)  T (n 9) + T (n 5) on the number of leaves of splitting tree.

Lemma 2.

Proof. Consider the formula F after the appli ation of transformation rules. Clearly, F ontains
only 3- lauses, F does not ontain linked lauses, lauses with two or three unique variables, and
losed subformulas.
Suppose that F ontains lauses (ax1 y1 ); (ax2 y2 ); (ax3 y3 ); (ax4 y4 ). Note that after setting the
value of a to True transformation rules hange formula as follows: x1 = y1 ; x2 = y2 ; x3 = 0; y3 =
0; x4 = 0; y4 = 0: The obtained formula does not ontain variables orresponding to the literals
a; x1 ; x2 ; x3 ; y3 ; x4 ; y4 (note that sin e there are no linked lauses in the formula, these variables are
all di erent). Hen e, the obtained formula has at least 7 variables less than F . Similarly, so does
the formula obtained by setting the value of a to F alse. Thus, we have the following re urren e
inequality orresponding to this ase: T (n)  T (n 7)+ T (n 7). Similarly, we have the re urren e
inequality T (n)  T (n 8) + T (n 6) in ase F ontains lauses (ax1 y1 ); (ax2 y2 ); (ax3 y3 ); (ax4 y4 ).
In ase F ontains lauses (ax1 y1 ); (ax2 y2 ); (ax3 y3 ); (ax4 y4 ) we have the following re urren e inequality: T (n)  T (n 9) + T (n 5).

Note that if the ondition of step 4 does not hold for the formula F then F does not ontain
variables appearing in it more than three times. Thus, in steps 5{7 the variable orresponding to
the literal a appears in the formula only in the lauses onsidered in these steps.
At step 5 algorithm makes a splitting orresponding in the worst ase to the re urren e
inequality T (n)  T (n 7) + T (n 6) on the number of leaves of splitting tree.

Lemma 3.
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Proof. Suppose that F satis es the ondition of step 5. Note that formula does not ontain lauses
with two unique variables. Therefore, without lost of generality we an assume that x1 is not
unique.
Consider the formula F [a℄. Sin e the literal x1 is not unique, the formula F has a lause
ontaining a literal related to x1 . Let it be the lause (x1 t1 t2 ) (the analysis in ase F ontains the
lause (x1 t1 t2 ) is similar and mu h simpler). Apply all possible transformation rules to the formula
F [
a℄. Then the following substitutions are made: x1 = 0; y1 = 0; x2 = y
2 ; x3 = y3 ; t1 = t2 . Denote
the obtained formula by F1 . Now we prove that F1 ontain at least 6 variables less than F . In
order to do this we have to show that the substitution t1 = t2 redu es the number of variables,
i.e., that this substitution is not equivalent to any of the substitutions x2 = y2 ; x3 = y3 , and that
at least one of the literals t1 ; t2 is equivalent to none of the literals a; x1 ; y1 . Clearly, F1 does not
ontain the variables orresponding to the literals a; x1 ; y1 ; x2 ; x3 . Note that t1 and t2 are related
to none of the literals a and y1 (otherwise, F would ontain linked lauses). It remains to show
that it is impossible that x  t1 and y  t2 (where i = 2 or 3). However, this would imply that
the orresponding lauses are linked.
Now onsider the formula F [a℄. We an suppose again that x1 ; x2 are not unique. The formula
F
ontains a lause (x2 t3 t4 ) or a lause (x2 t3 t4 ), where literals t3 and t4 are not related to the
literals a and y2 . Assume that F ontains the lause (x2 t3 t4 ) (the remaining ase is similar).
Apply all possible transformation rules to the formula F [a℄. They hange this formula as follows:
x2 = 0; y2 = 0; x3 = 0; y3 = 0; x1 = y
1 ; t3 = t4 . Denote the obtained formula by F2 . Sin e F
ontains no linked lauses, at least one of the literals t3 and t4 is not related neither to x1 nor to
y1 . By the same reason it is not possible that ea h of the literals t3 and t4 is related to one of
the literals x2 ; y2 ; x3 ; y3 . Hen e, setting t3 = t4 eliminates one more variable from the formula. F1
ontains at least 7 variables less than F .
Thus, in this ase we have the following re urren e inequality: T (n)  T (n 7) + T (n 6).
i

i

At step 6 algorithm makes a splitting orresponding in the worst ase to the re urren e
inequality T (n)  T (n 9) + T (n 4) on the number of leaves of splitting tree.

Lemma 4.

Proof. Consider the formula satisfying the ondition of the step 6 after the appli ation of transfomation rules. Let C = (p1 p2 z ).
Suppose that C ontains a literal related to x3 . Sin e there are no linked literals in F and
F does not satisfy the
ondition of step 5, C = (x1 x2 x3 ) or C = (x1 x2 x3 ). Without lost of
generation assume that C = (x1 x2 x3 ). The transformation rules hange the formula F [x3 ℄ as
follows: x2 = 0; x1 = 1; a = 0; y1 = 0; y2 = 1; y3 = 0; t1 = 0; t2 = 0. The formula obtained after the
appli ation of transformation rules to F [x3 ℄ ontains at least 4 variables less than F . Therefore,
we have the following re urren e inequality: T (n)  T (n 9) + T (n 4).
Now onsider the ase that C ontains a literal related to y3 . We need to onsider two
ases: C = (x1 x2 y3 ) or C = (x1 x2 y3 ) (the ase C = (x1 x2 y3 ) is similar, all other ases are
impossible sin e there are no linked literals). Let C = (x1 x2 y3 ). Thus, F ontains lauses
(ax1 y1 ); (ax2 y2 ); (ax3 y3 ); (x3 t1 t2 ); (x1 x2 y3 ). The transformation rules hange F [x3 ℄ as follows: t1 =
0; t2 = 0; a = 0; y3 = 0; y1 = x1 ; y2 = x2 ; x1 = x2 . Thus, the obtained formula ontains at least 8
varaibles less than F . Then let us set x3 = 0 and denote the obtained formula by F1 . Note that
F1
ontains the lause (ay3 ). Thus, Rule 3 repla es F1 with F1 [y3 = a℄, in parti ular it repla es
the lause (x1 x2 y3 ) with the lause (x1 x2 a). Clauses (x1 x2 a) and (ax1 y1 ) are linked. Then, Rule
6 hanges the formula as follows: x2 = 0; y1 = 0; x1 = a. Therefore, the transformation rules
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hange the formula F [x3 ℄ as follows: t1 = t2 ; x2 = 0; y1 = 0; y3 = a; x1 = a; y2 = a. The obtained formula ontains at least 7 variables less than F . Thus, we have the re urren e inequality
T (n)  T (n
8) + T (n 7). Similarly in ase C = (x1 x2 y3 ) F [x3 ℄ ontains at least 9 variables
less than F (a = 0; y3 = 0; t1 = 0; t2 = 0; x1 = 0; x2 = 0; y1 = 1; y2 = 1), and F [x3 ℄ ontains at
least 5 variables less than F (y3 = a; t1 = t2 ; x1 = a; y1 = x2 ). Therefore, we have the re urren e
inequality T (n)  T (n 9) + T (n 5) in this ase.
At step 7 algorithm makes a splitting orresponding in the worst ase to the re urren e
inequality T (n)  T (n 9) + T (n 4) on the number of leaves of splitting tree.

Lemma 5.

Proof. Consider the formula F ontaining lauses (ax1 y1 ); (ax2 y2 ); (ax3 y3 ) (similarly to previous
lemmas we suppose that no transformation rule is appli able to F ). Without lost of generality
assume that the literals x1 ; x2 ; x3 are not unique. Let us denote by S the set of literals l su h that
l is related to one of the literals a; x1 ; y1 ; x2 ; y2 ; x3 ; y3 :
Suppose that F ontains lause (x t1 t2 ), where t1 62 S; t2 62 S . Clearly, we have the re urren e
inequality T (n)  T (n 9) + T (n 4) in this ase.
Now suppose that F ontains lause (x t1 t2 ), where t1 62 S; t2 62 S . Sin e F does not satisfy the
ondition of step 6, there is one more lause in F ontaining both a literal from S and a literal not
from S (denote this literal by w). (Re all that x1 ; x2 ; x3 are not unique and thus must form at least
two su h lauses; if instead they form just one lause of literals related to it, then (x t1 t2 ) on rms
the ondition of step 6.) Clearly, the transformation rules remove w from the formula F [a℄. Thus,
in this ase we also have the re urren e inequality T (n)  T (n 9) + T (n 4).
Now onsider the remaining ase, i.e., that F does not ontain a lause onsisting of one literal
from S and two literals not from S . Sin e the variables orresponding to the literals of set S do
not form a losed subformula and sin e F does not satisfy the ondition of step 6, F ontains a
lause (xyt), where x 2 S , y 2 S , t 62 S . The transformation rules hange the formula F [a℄ as
follows: x1 = 0; y1 = 0; x2 = 0; y2 = 0; x3 = 0; y3 = 0; t = 0 or t = 1 (it depends on the literals
x and y ). Note that the variables
orresponding to the literal t and to the literals of the set S
also do not make a losed subfomula in F , hen e one of these variables o urs in some other lause
together with a di erent variable. Clearly, the transformation rules eliminate this new variable from
F [a℄. Therefore, the formula F [a℄ ontains at least 9 variables less than F . Thus, the re urren e
inequality for this ase is as follows: T (n)  T (n 9) + T (n 4).
i

i

i

Given a formula F in 3-CNF ontaining n variables, algorithm X3SAT orre tly
he ks whether F is exa tly satis able, and gives its answer in time O(2 6 15 ).

Theorem 1.

n= :

Proof. Corre tness. The orre tness of transformation rules of our algorithm is shown in Lemma 1.
After the appli ation of transformation rules the formula F ontains a variable o urring at least
three times (otherwise the formula is simple). Let a be the literal orresponding to this variable.
Clearly, F satis es the ondition either of the step 5 or of the step 7 of our algorithm (note that if
F
ontains lauses (ax1 y1 ); (ax2 y2 ); (ax3 y3 ), then it satis es the ondition of the step 5, and if F
ontains lauses (ax1 y1 ); (ax2 y2 ); (ax3 y3 ), then it satis es the ondition of the step 7).
Running time. The running time of our algorithm is within a polynomial fa tor of the number
of leaves of the re ursion tree whi h is the largest of the solutions of re urren e inequalities for the
nodes of this tree ( f. Remark 1). The previous lemmas prove that in the worst ase the number
of leaves is the solution of T (n)  T (n 9) + T (n 4), whi h is 2 6 15249 .
n= :
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